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Comments

Your final pitch at the end of the semester needs to 
answer the questions in this pitch deck.
• During the exercises we will help you to find answers 

step by step (slide by slide).
• For better navigation, we provide additional hints for 

each section. Most of them are from the Founder‘s 
Playbook (in German). 
• Feel free to ask Graham or Jana for help.



Positioning Statement

For [Selling Market] who [Reason to buy], [Solution] 
provides [Customer Benefit].
Unlike [Alternative Solution], [Solution] delivers [Unique 
Selling Proposition].

Example:
For World Wide Web users who enjoy books, Amazon.com is a retail bookseller that
provides instant access to over 1.1 million books.
Unlike traditional book retailers, Amazon.com provides a combination of
extraordinary convenience, low prices, and comprehensive selection.

See Chapter 3.4 in Founder‘s Playbook.



Target Market

This slide should describe:
• Who is your target market? (Be precise!)

In other words:
• Who would benefit most from your solution?
• Who would your ideal customer be?

Comments:
• You only need to provide a qualitative description. 
• See Chapter 1.2 in the Founder‘s Playbook for advice.



Customer Problem

This slide should explain:
• What problem will you solve for your target market?
• Why is a solution to this problem important for them?

Comments:
• It is very important to find the right problem! (Harley 

Davidson provides a feeling of freedom, not just 
transportation.)
• Follow the advice in Chapter 1.1 of the Founder‘s 

Playbook.



Solution Concept

This slide should provide answers to:
• What is your solution and how does it work?
• Why does it solve the problem of your target market?
• What makes your solution unique?

Comments:
• See Founder‘s Playbook 1.3 for more information.



Value Proposition

This slide should explain
• What value will your solution give your customers that 

they were not able to obtain before?

Find a compact formulation that would work well in 
an advertisement.

Comments:
• See Founder‘s Playbook 1.3 for more information.



Superiority of your Solution

Let the audience know about:
• How does your target market solve the problem today?
• Why is this existing solution unsatisfactory?
• Why is your solution better?

Comments:
• If you can explain reliably why your solution is 10x times 

better, you have fulfilled one of the mandatory 
requirements for startups.



Business Model Basics

Your basic business model should describe the
money machine:
• What are your key activities?
• What will you need to buy from suppliers?
• How will your target market customers learn about your 

offer?
• Who will pay you and for what exactly?

Comments:
• See Chapter 1.4 of Founder‘s Playbook



Customer Benefits

This slide explains why your customers are better off 
with your solution:
• What core benefits does your solution offer?
• What specific advantages does your product provide?

Comments:
• See Founder‘s Playbook 2.1 for more information



Key Features

Explain:
• What are the key features of your product?
• How does each key feature provide one of the customer

benefits?

Comments:
• See Chapter 2.3 of Founder‘s Playbook.



Experimental Design

For validating problem/solution fit ...
• What will be one of your hypotheses?
• What MVP will you need to validate this hypothesis?
• How will you measure your success?

Comments:
• See Chapter problem/solution fit, validation and 3.3 of

Founder‘s Playbook



Test Audience

When validating problem/solution fit...
• Who will you interview? 
• Why these people? (Be very specific!)
• How many interviews will you need? Why?

Comments:
• See Chapter 3.2 of Founder‘s Playbook.



Customer Feedback

Explain:
• What questions will you ask? Why these?
• What answers might you obtain and what do they

mean?

Comments:
• See the “Problem-Solution Fit“ chapter of Founder‘s 

Playbook and have an interview questionnaire prepared.



Market Potential

Explain:
• How valuable is your theoretical market (TAM)?
• How valuable is your target market (SAM)?
• How did you arrive at this figure?



Reasons for choosing you

Explain:
• What is your unique insight that nobody else has yet

discovered?
• Why can you grow your business very fast?
• Why should the Otto Accelerator invest in you?


